
 
Civic Digits Job Description: Website Developer  
Contract: Freelance, fixed term 
Fee: negotiable based on brief  
 
Background 
Civic Digits is a unique digital data theatre company, developing new ways of telling stories and 
exploring how we can become flourishing human beings in our digital future.  Civic Digits aims to 
make world class drama/ theatre using data and digital technology and explore ways to give 
audiences embodied emotional experiences about data and digital technology.  
 
The Big Data Show ONLINE is a digital repivot of Civic Digit’s first full production The Big Data Show 
(TBDS), a theatrical experience (aimed at 11-12 year olds) which uses the visceral power of live 
theatre and the excitement of mobile gaming to enhance skills and awareness on how data can be 
used and abused.  
 
What we want to do 
The Big Data Show Online will consist of between 10 and 20 10-minute online episodes which 
combine mobile gaming and digital broadcast, charting the history of the first prosecuted hack in 
1984:  
2 young people, in lockdown because of coronavirus, try to solve the riddle of the “Swipe Site” website. 
They need to get 1000 players (i.e. our target audience - 11 to 12 year olds) to enter the correct answer 
within a specific period of time to unlock the final level of the site and find out who is the mysterious 
creator of the site.   
 
We will broadcast short video pieces - shot at home on mobile phone cameras - via videos embedded 
within our site. At home (or in the classroom if social distancing rules allow), young people will watch, 
play (on their mobiles) and learn about data, driving and taking responsibility for elements of the 
narrative of TBDS as they make their decisions. 
 
Added to this will be interactive elements (games, puzzles, sound etc.) built into the website which 
enhance the participants learning, retain their focus and engagement and create a sense of shared 
experience between those playing together. 
 
We are looking for someone who:  

• Can build a simple and secure site that interacts with the SWIPE mobile app 

• Is a hacker at heart 

• Is interested in exploring how you make online experiences as engaging, inclusive and 
immersive as possible 

• Who can work as part of a creative team  

• Is interested in creating innovative and creative online experiences  

• Has a good understanding of modern web development coding practice and platforms 

• Javascript 

• Experience making of online browser games 



• HTML/CSS 

• experience of making for desktop and mobile 
 
To apply please submit CV/ portfolio of work  and statement of interest to Robyn Jancovich-Brown 
(robyn.jancbrown@gmail.com) by 12pm on 3rd June 2020.  
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